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Abstract

In this paper we describe a decision support system developed to help in assessing

the need for various type of prison cells� In particular we predict the probability

that a criminal has to be sent home because of a shortage of cells� The problem

is modelled through a queueing network with blocking after service� We focus in

particular on the new analytical method to solve this network�
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� Introduction

Crime puts society on high costs� However� con	ning criminals in prisons� costs the society

a lot as well
 Calculations executed by the Dutch Ministry of Justice� indicate that the

building of a standard prison cell requires about H� ������ �������� Euro� while keeping

someone enprisoned about H�� ������ ������� Euro� per year� Accordingly� it is quite

important to make a proper estimate for the need of prison cells�

According to Dutch law� no two severely punished criminals are put in one cell� If no

cell is available� then o�enders of small crimes are sent home where they wait for their

sentence� They have to report at a later time to the authorities at so�called self�reporting

institutions� Due to this shortage of cells the total number of home�sendings in ����

amounted to more than ����� At that time there were about ��� detainees� The huge

number of home�sendings caused quite some negative publicity� However� the problem

is not that easy since the demand for cells varies from day to day and there are several

types of prisons�

In this paper we describe a decision support system which has been build for the Dutch

Penitentiary Agency to support them in their assessments of the need for prison cells� In

this system the problem is modelled as a queueing network with blocking after service� We

especially focus on the new analytical method developed to solve this queueing network�

because this type of blocking is new� There does exist some literature on operational

research applied to crime and justice �see the overview given in Maltz�� but only very few

papers describe the assessment of the need for prison cells� Cuvelier� presents a simulation

model for use in the United States but does not model the possibility of sending criminals

home because of cell shortage� which is the essential aspect in the Dutch case� Although

the Dutch situation may be very speci	c� we think the problem is interesting both from

a methodological and a problem oriented point of view�

The structure of the paper is as follows� In the next section we describe the peni�

tentiary system in the Netherlands� Then we describe the decision support system� In

sections � and � we give the details of the queueing model and the solution procedure�

Finally in section �� we present the results of the case study�

� The Penitentiary System

The penitentiary system in the Netherlands consists of several prisons or institutions of

di�erent types� These prisons may be viewed as connected to each other and to society

through �ows of prisoners�

A person who is arrested on the suspicion of having committed a crime is 	rst put

into a police cell� There he �we will use the male form as most� but not all� criminals have

that sex� is allowed to stay for at most � hours� In some cases this may be extended once

with again � hours� Thereafter he has to be transferred to a remand centre where he

waits for his trial� If no cell in such an institution is available� or if his crime is not serious

enough� he is sent home� This is called a home�sending � A suspect who is sent home�

is adjudged later� and when he gets sentenced he reports at a self�reporting institution�

He will spend the 	rst term of his sentence in such a prison� If he does not report� he is
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Figure �� The prison types and the �most common� prisoner �ows in the Dutch penitentiary sys�

tem� PC� police cell� RC� remand centres� AI� institution of arrested persons� SR� self�reporting

institution� ST� short�term institution� LT� long�term institution� HO� half�open institution� FO�

fully�open institution�

arrested again and brought to an institution for arrested persons where he will spend the

	rst term of his sentence�

The other suspects wait in the remand centres for their trial� After trial and sentence

the criminal is sent to a short�term or a long�term detention prison� depending on the

length of his sentence� If he behaves well� he may go after some time to either a half

or a fully open detention� For very short sentences the criminals go to the self�reporting

institutions mentioned before� Finally� there are specially protected prisons and prisons

for women and youngsters� As the latter groups are rather small we leave them in this

paper out of consideration� Figure � illustrates the possible �ows and transfers of detainees

in this described penitentiary system� The dotted line is the �ow of suspects who are sent

home because of cell shortage� The arrows pointing outside represent the return to society

because of completion of detention�

The moments of transfer between institutions are laid down in o�cial rules� Yet if

no place in the next institution is available the prisoner stays in his present cell� We say

that he waits for transfer� and we call him a waiting person� and we call the time lag his

waiting time� It may even happen that he skips an institution� e�g� go over from a prison

for long sentences to directly an open institution� instead of staying for some time in a

half�open institution�

� The Decision Support System

To make optimal use of all cell capacity the Dutch Penitentiary Agency developed a

nation wide information system indicating which cells in which institutions were available
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at which times� The information system only collects data of all events in the prisons�

The next step was to build a more advanced system which could determine the need for

each type of prison cell given estimated in�ow of prisoners and their verdicts� and given

a required performance� The performance of the penitentiary system is expressed most

importantly in

� the number of home�sendings�

� the waiting times of prisoners�

� and the times of occupation of the cells �as fraction��

The purpose of this system was to support the political decision to which amount to invest

in building new cells� In an ideal prison system the home�sendings and waiting times are

low� the times of occupation are high�

This decision support system has been developed by the consulting company Point

Logic Systems jointly with people of the Econometrisch Instituut of the Erasmus Uni�

versity in Rotterdam at the end of ���� and the beginning of ����� The system consists

of two major components� CellSim and CellNet� Each component is a PC�based� stand�

alone program� CellSim is a simulation program of the penitentiary system� CellNet is a

numerical program of an approximate model of the penitentiary system�

In order to run the simulation program CellSim� one has to specify its input� �i� the

number of di�erent prison cells� �ii� the rate of incoming detainees� �iii� the distribution

of sentences� �iv� the rules which control the processes of the prisoners� The output of the

simulation gives estimates of the performance of the system� The major disadvantage of

the program is that it requires long runs� basically because in a realistic system the prisons

are almost constantly full� Hence the so�called warming�up period �before the simulation

reaches equilibrium� takes a long time� Furthermore� in the program each individual

must be monitored throughout his presence in the system� In a realistic simulation study

this requires monitoring some eight to nine thousand people� This causes a heavy use of

memory capacity and processor capacity� because of the frequent sorting of events� There�

fore� we developed CellNet� which calculates the performance of an approximate queueing

model of the penitentiary system� In this model individuals are grouped into classes or

types� The calculations are based on equilibrium properties of queueing models resulting

in an iterative algorithm� In the following sections we describe the queueing model and

the iterative algorithm in more detail� In section � we evaluate the two programs�

An indication of di�erent running times might be that a typical run of the CellSim

program takes two hours and that it takes about half a minute to run CellNet �on a Pen�

tium � Mhz PC�� The programs are used in practice in serial order� Through CellNet

many scenarios of capacity extensions are considered and their performances are calcu�

lated �approximately�� Those scenarios which seem to result in required performance�

are simulated in CellSim in order to get more accurate answers� As an example� one of

the striking results was that the scenario of extending the long�term prisons resulted in

a much smaller number of waiting persons than the scenario of extending the remand

centres� In section ��� we come back to this example�

Finally we remark that it took 	ve months to develop the CellSim program� This was

much longer than initially planned� The reason was that the program should simulate the
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penitentiary system with all its complex rules as realistic as possible� �We shall report

on the validation in section ��� As a consequence� the program is somewhat rigid since

any change in rules need reprogramming� Contrary� we think that CellNet is much more

robust because it is based on an approximation of the system� And it is interesting to

remark that the development took only three months�

� The Mathematical Model in CellNet

We model the penitentiary system as a network of J 	nite capacity service facilities

�queues�� Each queue represents one of the prisons which we described earlier� The

detainees form the customers of the network� The servers at the queues represent the

cells of detention�

In reality each detainee follows a speci	c route through the penitentiary system and knows

in advance his minimal duration in each of the prisons and his maximal sojourn time in the

system� This may be modeled in the queueing network by introducing di�erent customers

classes each with his own route and service times�� However� we are interested in average

long�run performances of the system� thus we observe the detainees only as a singular �ow

through the system�� In other words� in our queueing model we aggregate all customers

into one class and we average over all possible routes and service times�

In this way we apply the classical modeling concepts of a queueing network� which

we will summarize in section ���� In section ��� we will give the performance measures

of interest in this network� and in section ��� we will test our modelling assumptions

statistically against data collected in the actual system�

��� Queueing Network

Customers from outside the network arrive at queue j according to a Poisson process

with rate �j� j � �� �� � � � � J � The service times at the j�th queue form a sequence of i�i�d�

random variables which are exponentially distributed with mean ���j � We call these service

times the scheduled service times� All arrival and service processes are independent� After

service completion at queue i� the customer routes to queue j with probability rij or leaves

the network with probability ri�� where

JX
j	�

rij � �� i � �� �� � � � � J�

Each queue is a bu�erless queue with 	nitely many servers� That means that each cus�

tomer currently present at the queue has his own server to whom he has been assigned

immediately upon entering the queue� Let cj be the number of servers at the j�th queue�

A blocking protocol is required which regulates the evolution of the network when all

cj servers are occupied� An external arrival at queue j 	nding all cj servers occupied�

is blocked and lost� Now suppose that a customer completes his service at queue i and

chooses queue j to be the next queue on his route� When� at that moment� all cj servers
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are occupied� the customer is blocked and remains in queue i until a server becomes avail�

able in queue j� During his blocking time� the customer keeps holding his server of queue

i� This server is blocked and not available for other customers who wish to enter queue

i� As soon as a space becomes free at queue j� the blocked customer moves to it and

frees his server at queue i� The time during which a customer blocks a server at queue i

due to waiting for a free server at queue j is denoted as the blocking time at queue i and

the transfer time to queue j� The implemented blocking protocol is known as blocking

after service
� When more customers wait for entering queue j� the protocol assigns them

according to the �rst�blocked��rst�enter rule� In an arbitrary network con	guration it is

possible that a deadlock occurs� In that case the 	rst�blocked�	rst�enter rule is violated

because the deadlock is resolved by exchanging blocked customers��

There is one more speci	c property of the penitentiary system that we have to model�

It deals with the fact that the scheduled term of imprisonment in a prison is diminished

with the time duration of waiting for a transfer when the prison turns out to be full at the

planned time of the transfer� As soon as a customer in our queueing model enters a free

server at queue j� he subtracts his transfer time from his scheduled service time� Hence�

the e�ective service time of a customer at a queue is the resultant of the scheduled service

time �at queue j� minus his transfer time �to queue j� plus his blocking time �at queue j��

Of course� a detainee is released as soon as his sentence has been reached� Translated in

the queueing model� as soon as the total e�ective service times �summed over all visited

queues� exceeds the total scheduled service times �summed over all queues� the customer

leaves the network�

��� Model Performance

The queueing network given above is an example of a stochastic discrete event system�

Events occur every time a new customer arrives or a service is completed� A generalized

semi�Markov process �GSMP� is suited to model such a system��� The states of a GSMP

re�ect both physical states and remaining durations in these physical states �so�called

clock times�� Let X � fX�t� � t � �g be such a GSMP that describes the evolution of the

queueing network� A state of the process gives information on

�a� the current number of occupied and blocked servers at all queues�

�b� the remaining service time of the occupied servers �scheduled minus transfer��

�c� the destination of all blocked customers� i�e�� the queue for which they wait for a

server to become free�

�d� the waiting time of blocked customers�

�e� the order of waiting customers who wish to enter a full queue�

Clearly� this is a nontrivial state description of the network� However� modeled as a GSMP�

one can formulate easily performance measures of the system� and one has a framework

for executing a simulation of the system
� In our queueing network the performance
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measures of interest are� �i� the mean numbers of occupied and blocked servers� �ii� the

mean sojourn and blocking times� and �iii� the loss probabilities� These are denoted by

�for j � �� �� � � � � J�

� Lj �� mean number of occupied �including blocked� servers at queue j�

� Bj �� mean number of blocked servers at queue j�

� Sj �� mean sojourn time at queue j�

� Wj �� mean blocking time at queue j�

� plossj �� loss probability at queue j�

� Uj �� utilisation at queue j �fraction of time that a server is busy��

The throughput of the j�th queue is the mean number of departures per unit time� denoted

by �j� Then by Little� the mean sojourn time and the mean number at queue j are related

via

Lj � �jSj� j � �� �� � � � � J�

Since only external arriving customers are lost� the throughputs �j� j � �� �� � � � � J satisfy

the following set of linear �tra�c� equations�

�j � �j
�
�� plossj

�
�

JX
i	�

�irij� j � �� �� � � � � J� ���

��� Translation to Penitentiary System

The performance measures of the mathematical queueing network are translated to the

performances of interest in the penitentiary system through the following obvious rela�

tions� Bj� the mean number of blocked servers� corresponds to the number of detainees

waiting for transfer in prison j� Wj� the mean blocking time� corresponds to the waiting

time of a detainee in prison j� plossj � the loss probability� corresponds to the percentage of

home�sendings at prison j� Uj� the utilisation� corresponds to the time of occupation of

prison j�

� Model Solution

When we would know the stationary distribution of the states of the GSMP X� we

could calculate the the performance measures of interest� Moreover� open networks with�

out blocking exhibit in many cases a so�called product form solution of the stationary

distribution���� making the calculation a lot easier� However� due to the blocking phe�

nomena� there is no analytical expression of the stationary distribution in the model

we study� Furthermore� the state space of the model is too complicated to consider a

numerical approach�

In this section we propose an approximation algorithm� The idea is to approximate

the model by a product form queueing network� In the following section we shall evaluate

our algorithm by comparing it with simulation studies of the model�





��� Historical Background

Many approximate algorithms for queueing networks with blocking have been reported in

the literature��� The general idea is to decompose the network in smaller subsystems or

in individual queues which are analyzed in isolation��� The main e�ort of each method

lies in 	nding the revised arrival rates and the revised service time distributions so that

the stationary distributions of the individual queues approximate the marginal stationary

distributions of the network�

For tandem con	gurations of queues with a single exponential server� 	nite capacity and

blocking after service� Hillier and Boling�� implement exponential service times of the

isolated queues� The capacity of an isolated queue is augmented by one in order to

accommodate the blocked customer of the upstream queue� The algorithm of Altiok��

approximates the e�ective service time distributions by Coxian�� distribution by looking

only one queue ahead which may be blocked� The e�ective service time distributions are

approximated by general Coxian distributions in the algorithm of Perros and Altiok�� by

taking into account that blocking is backlogged over a number of successive queues� In

Altiok�� the original service times are allowed to be of a general phase�type�

An alternative approach decomposes the tandem network in successive pairs of adjacent

queues� This so�called two�node decomposition algorithm has been developed by Brand�

wajn and Jow�� in case of exponential interarrival and service time distributions with

state dependent rates�

Single�node decomposition algorithms for arbitrary network con	gurations of queues with

a single exponential server� 	nite capacity� blocking after service� and 	rst�blocked�	rst�

enter rule� have been developed by Takahashi et� al��
 �without deadlock detection��

Again� the approximate e�ective service times follow an exponential distribution� Al�

tiok and Perros�� use phase�type distributions to approximate the e�ective service time

distributions in feed�forward networks with either external or internal arrivals at any

queue� This is generalized in Jun and Perros� for arbitrary network models with deadlock

detection and resolution� The phase�type mechanism becomes quite complex because

many di�erent blocking con	gurations have to be incorporated� Lee and Pollock�� pro�

pose an algorithm for feed�forward networks which approximates the marginal occupancy

probabilities� The queues in isolation are analyzed as 	nite birth�death processes�

Also other approximation methods have been developed to include more general ser�

vice times� The isolation method�� is based on di�usion approximations of queues with

repetitive�service blocking� The maximum entropy method�� decomposes the network in

isolated queues and maximizes constrained entropy functionals� Again� the repetitive�

service blocking is assumed� The expansion method�� is based on �i� a recon	guration

of the network by adding holding queues with appropriate routings� and �ii� parameters

adjustment� The method applies to feed�forward models�

Much less work has been done on approximate algorithms of queueing networks with

multiple servers and blocking� The maximum entropy method�� applies to models with
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repetitive�service blocking� The method in Han and Smith�� applies to two�layered feed�

forward networks� The e�ective service time distributions in the 	rst layer are approx�

imated by Coxian distributions� They provide approximate blocking probabilities and

system throughput� Closed networks with multiple exponential servers and blocking are

analysed in Akyildiz��� The approximate algorithm modi	es the network into a nonblock�

ing network by a state space transformation�

Networks of bu�erless queues are models applied to speci	c production lines in manufac�

turing systems��� However� the analysis is restricted to single server models and concerned

with the throughput of the system�
 ���� To our best knowledge� no algorithms have been

reported on networks of bu�erless multiple server queues with the blocking�after�service

rule� Furthermore� a complicating factor in our model of the penitentiary system is the

subtraction of the transfer time from the regular service time� Consequently� the e�ective

service time in our model has a di�erent interpretation and implementation than in the

literature we have found so far�

��� An Algorithm For Tandem Con�gurations

In this section we describe our algorithm for the model of a tandem series of J queues�

Recall that the j�th queue has cj servers� no bu�ers� and exponential scheduled service

time distributions with rate �j� Upon service completion the customer moves downstream

to queue j�� while it blocks his server as long as there is no server available at this queue�

Customers arrive at the network at queue � according to a Poisson process with rate ��
and leave the network after the J�th queue�

Our approximate algorithm decomposes the network in J isolated �independent� exponen�

tial queues of type M����M����c�N � This is a queueing model with Poisson ��� arrivals�

exponential ��� service times� c servers� and N bu�er or waiting places� In other words�

we approximate the process of arrival epochs at the network queues by Poisson processes

in the isolated queues� The e�ective service time distributions are approximated by ex�

ponential distributions in the isolated queues� The mean number of customers waiting

in the j�th isolated M����M����c�N queue approximates the number of blocked servers

in the j � ��st network queue� These servers are not usable and� therefore� we let the

number of servers in the j� ��st isolated queue to be equal to the original cj�� minus the

mean length of the waiting line of the j�th isolated queue� Finally� since all cj�� servers

in the original network may produce a blocked customer waiting to enter queue j� we let

the bu�er size of the j�th isolated queue to be cj��� The main e�ort lies in determining

the arrival and service rates of the isolated queues�

Equilibrium performance measures of anM����M����c�N queue are easily obtained �e�g�

section ������� Of interest are

� L��� �� c� N� for the mean number of customers in the system�

� Q��� �� c� N� for the mean number of waiting customers�

� S��� �� c� N� for the mean sojourn time�
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� W ��� �� c� N� for the mean waiting time�

� B��� �� c� N� for the blocking �or loss� probability �full system��

� U��� �� c� N� for the utilisation�

Because we deal with a tandem series� the throughput of all queues in the network is the

same� �j � �� where

� �� ��
�
�� ploss�

�
�

Suppose that we know this number� then the j�th isolated queue becomes an

M��j��M��j��sj�Nj

queue� According to our heuristic reasoning about the service and bu�er size we let

sj � cj �Q��j��� �j��� sj��� Nj���� Nj � cj��� ���

with sJ � cJ and N� � �� The 	rst isolated queue should re�ect the �only� entrance

queue of the network� with the possibility of loss� Once in the network no more customers

are lost� i�e�� the arrival rates of the other queues are equal to the network throughput�

Hence�

�� � ��� �j � � �j � �� �� � � � � J�� ���

The service rates �j in the isolated queues approximate the e�ective service rates in the

network queues� Recall that the e�ective service time is the scheduled service time minus

the transfer time plus the blocking time� By decreasing the number of servers in ��� the

blocking time is already taken care of� Hence�

�� � ���
�

�j
�
�

�j

�W ��j� �j� sj� Nj� �j � �� �� � � � � J�� ���

Note that the mean sojourn time in the j�th isolated queue equals the mean waiting time

plus the mean service time� Thus� by ���� S��j� �j� sj� Nj� � ���j�

The algorithm is an iterative method� It is initialized by estimating the loss probability

ploss� by p�� � �� Let pn� be the estimation of the loss probability in the n�th iteration�

The network throughput is estimated by ��
�
�� pn�

�
� The isolated queues are analyzed

recursively j � J� J � �� � � � � � by implementing ���� ���� and by solving the equations ����

The blocking probability of the 	rst isolated queue becomes

p� � B���� ��� s�� ���

which should be compared with the estimated loss probability pn� at the beginning of the

iteration� If the di�erence is relatively large� a new iteration starts with estimated loss

probability pn��� �� �pn��p����� otherwise the iteration is stopped� and we approximate

the performance measures of section � �� by

Lj � L��j� �j� sj� Nj��Q��j� �j� sj� Nj� �Q��j��� �j��� sj��� Nj����

Bj � Q��j��� �j��� sj��� Nj����
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Sj �
�

�j

�W ��j� �j� sj� Nj� �W ��j��� �j��� sj��� Nj���

�
�

�j
�W ��j��� �j��� sj��� Nj����

Wj � W ��j��� �j��� sj��� Nj����

Uj � U��j� �j� sj� Nj��

ploss� � B���� ��� s�� ���

Remark� We could not prove the convergence of our algorithm� a fact that happens more

often in such approximations�������������
� However� in all our experiments we attained

rather quickly �less than �� iterations� the stopping criterion� In these experiments we

applied linear interpolation �of performance measures� to deal with non�integer service

capacities sj in ����

Remark� We have considered a minor adaptation in reasoning for the arrival rates �j of

the isolated queues� Because the throughput of the j�th isolated queue should be equal to

the network throughput � and because the j�th isolated queue looses blocked customers�

we should better impose

� � �j���B��j� �j� sj� Nj��� j � �� �� � � � � J�

We have tried to solve the system of two equations originated by this equation to equation

��� for pairs ��j� �j�� Although solutions could be determined for separate queues� in many

cases we found that the iteration algorithm was not robust� So we decided to use ��� and

����

��� An Algorithm For Arbitrary Con�gurations

The principles of our algorithm for arbitrary network con	gurations are similar to those

described above� The approximate network consists of J independent �isolated� queues

of type M����M����M����c�N � This queue di�ers from the previous M����M����c�N

model in the additional Poisson ��� arrival process� Customers arriving via the � stream

are called X�type� and customers arriving via the � stream are called I�type� When all

c servers are occupied� arriving I�type customers join the waiting line� arriving X�type

customers are lost� An arriving I�type customer is lost when he 	nds all servers and

all N waiting places occupied� The performance measures are now labeled with ��tuples�

PF��� �� �� c� N�� and are determined easily by noticing that theM����M����M����c�N

queue is a 	nite birth�death process� Moreover� we distinguish two loss probabilities�

BX��� �� �� c� N� of the X�type customers� and BI��� �� �� c� N� of the I�type customers�

Suppose that the network loss probabilities plossj are known� Then the throughputs in the

network are given as the �unique� solution of ���� In our algorithm we approximate the

j�th network queue by the queue

M��j� �M��j��M��j��sj�Nj�

��



The X�type customers of this queue represent the external arrivals to network queue j�

whereas the I�type customers represent arrivals from other queues in the network� The

parameters �j� �j� sj� Nj are determined by the same line of heuristic reasoning as in the

tandem con	guration�

sj � cj �
JX

i	�

�jrji
�i

Q��i� �i� �i� si� Ni��

Nj �
JX

i	�

cirij�

�j �
JX

i	�

�irij�

�

�j
�

�

�j

�W ��j� �j� �j� sj� Nj��

���

The algorithm is an iterative method� The n�th iteration starts with estimates p
n�
j of

the loss probabilities plossj �j � �� �� � � � � J�� After solving the tra�c equations ��� for

getting approximate throughputs� the set of equations ��� is solved for the parameters

of the isolated queues� For the mean numbers of waiting customers Q��i� �i� �i� si� Ni�

in the equation of the server size sj we used the most recently updated� Thus� some

are determined in the n�th iteration� others previously in the n � ��st� This depends

on the routing probabilities and on the order of considering the queues� Notice that the

performance measures Q�� and W �� in these equations refer to the waiting queue� hence

to the internal customers� The n�th iteration ends with calculating the loss probabilities

of X�type customers of the isolated queues�

pj � BX��j� �j� �j� sj� Nj�� j � �� �� � � � � J�

We stop the iteration when

max
j	��������J

�
jpj � p

n�
j j
�
	 ��

for some small given �� otherwise we continue the iteration with estimated loss probabilities

p
n���
j � �pj � p

n�
j ����

� Application

In this section we return to the original problem of capacity planning of the penitentiary

system described in section �� However� before we can do that� we shall validate our

simulation program CellSim and evaluate our numerical program CellNet�

	�� Data Collection

CellNet calculates the performance of a Poisson�exponential queueing model which should

approximate the penitentiary system� The assumption of Poisson arrivals of the detainees

is based on the Poisson�exponential model of criminality proposed by Avi�Itzhak and

��



Sinnar��� That is� �i� a criminal commits crimes throughout his career �while not in

prison� under a Poisson process with constant rate� �ii� after committing a crime he is

imprisoned with a 	xed probability� and �iii� the length of his career is exponentially

distributed�

We have examined the available data to test the Poisson assumption on the detainees

in�ow� These data are collected in ���� at a daily basis by the department of police

information of the Dutch Ministry of Justice� As mentioned in the introduction� we

distinguish three types of in�ow�

� into the remand centres �preventive in�ow��

� into the self�reporting institutions �self�reporting in�ow��

� into the institutions for arrested persons �in�ow of arrested persons��

We discuss here the in�ow into the 	ve remand centres only� In ���� this in�ow amounted

to about ����� detainees� in Table � speci	ed per remand centre at a daily average� From

the 	gures one immediately conjectures that the coe�cient of variation equals one� i�e�� a

Poisson distribution� In fact� the Kolmogorov�Smirnov goodness�of�	t test does not reject

this hypothesis� On the other hand� when we specify the in�ows per speci	c weekday per

remand centre and test for stationarity by applying the Dickey�Fuller tests for unit roots�

we could not conclude so� For instance� the in�ows at Saturdays and Sundays were far

smaller than at Mondays� However� these di�erences have hardly in�uence on the long�run

performances of the system �except perhaps for the percentage of home�sendings��

The other two in�ow streams� the self�reporting in�ow and the in�ow of arrested

persons� show the same properties after testing the data with the appropriate tests� That

is� Poisson distributions may well be assumed when we consider overall daily streams but

not stationarity per day�

Amsterdam Arnhem Den Bosch Den Haag Leeuwarden
average daily in�ow ���� ��� ��� ���� ���
standard deviation ���� ��� ��� ���� ���

Table �� Daily in�ow in the 	ve remand centres in 
����

The other issue is the assumption of exponential distributions for the terms of imprison�

ment given to the prisoners� Unfortunately� data of these terms are not available� because

these are not kept in the information system� However� we have data of the realised

sojourn times of the detainees at the various prisons which we called the e�ective service

times in our queueing model� In ���� these data compromised about ����� completed

sojourn times distributed over the prisons� Table � summarizes the averages and standard

deviations at the di�erent prisons� We expected here no theoretical distributions� Indeed�

Kolmogorov�Smirnov tests for exponential distributions gave p�values of ������� Also no

other 	ts could be found with the available sojourn time data� This may be a consequence

of the large amount of these data�

��



RC AI SR LT ST HO FO
average sojourn time ����� ���� ���� ����� ���� ����� �����
standard deviation ����� ���� ���� ����� ���� ����� ����

Table �� Average times spend in prisons �in days��

The conclusion is that our assumptions on Poisson�exponential distributions in the queue�

ing model are 	rst order approximations of the actual stochastic behaviour� These as�

sumptions are made mainly to develop the approximate algorithm which we described

above in sections ��� and ����

	�� Program Evaluation

The programs CellNet and CellSim are evaluated through a number of quantitative ex�

periments�

�a� simulation of the penitentiary system �CellSim� with actual in�ow and sojourn times

data �section �����

�b� simulation of the penitentiary system �CellSim� with Poisson�exponential arrivals

and service times�

�c� the approximate algorithm �sections ��� and ���� of the queueing model �CellNet��

The means of the assumed Poisson�exponential distributions in the experiments �b� and

�c� are estimated by the data averages �cf� section ����� Furthermore� the routing proba�

bilities �rij� in the queueing network model are estimated by the average transfers between

the penal institutions� These data were supplied also by the Ministry of Justice�

We executed experiments �a� for validating CellSim� The simulation results were com�

pared with the actual performance measures� The outcomes were satisfactory except for

one aspect� Using ��� con	dence intervals we obtain satisfying agreements between the

simulation outcomes and the given data for the sojourn times �cf� Tables � and ��� But the

percentage of home�sendings at a full remand centre came out too low in the simulation�

����� � ����� ����con	dence interval against ����� realised� Maybe� here nonstation�

arity of in�ow plays a role which we ignore in the simulation� Therefore� one should use

the outcomes more as relative measures to allow comparisons� than as absolute measures�

We refer to Korporaal�� for more details�

RC ����� � ������
AI ����� � �����
SR ����� � �����
LT ������ � ������

ST ����� � �����
HO ���� � ������
FO ������ � ������

Table �� After simulation� �� con	dence intervals of estimates of average times spend in

prisons �in days��

��



The experiments �b� are executed for testing our approximate algorithm� both the ex�

periments �b� and �c� assume the same stochastic modeling� All these tests do assure

that the algorithm is indeed a good approximation� in the sense that the majority of the

calculated performance measures agree with the simulation outcomes� To illustrate our

	ndings� we shall give the comparison in case the input parameters of arrivals ��i�� terms

of imprisonment ��i�� routing �rij�� and capacities �ci� are given by the actual 	gures of

����� summarized in Table �� Recall that the scheduled service rates �i were actually not

known from the data� We 	rst executed some simulation tests to estimate these from the

given realised service times���

The results of both the algorithm and the simulations are listed in Table �� The simula�

tions were executed with the batch means method and a 	xed sample size� �� batches�

each batch realises ����� events due to routing �transfers from one prison to another or

back to society�� The table gives the performances after translation to the terms of the

penitentiary system� the mean realised sojourn times Si� the mean waiting times Wi� the

mean number of waiting persons Bi� the percentage of home�sendings p
loss
i � and the times

of occupation Ui� As we can see� the latter ones are underestimated by the approximation

algorithm� A reason may be that the algorithm gives full capacities ����� utilisation�

only if the in�ow is exceptionally large�

The results of the simulations are reported only through the ��� con	dence intervals

of the estimates�

i ci �i ���i rij
�daily� �days� RC AI SR LT ST HO FO free

RC ���� ���� ��� ���� ���� ���� ���� ���
AI ��� ��� � ���� ���� ���� ���� ����
SR ��� ���� �� ���� ���� ���� ����
LT ���� ��� ���� ���� ���� ���� ����
ST ��� � ���� ����
HO ��� ��� ��� ���� ����
FO �� ��� ���� ����

Table �� Input data� Empty entries are � �are not possible��

i Si Wi Bi Ui plossi

�days� �days� ��� ���
RC ����� ���� ����� ��� ��

����� � ������ ����� � ����� ������ � ����� ���� � ����� ��� � ����
AI ���� ���� ���� ����

����� � ����� ����� � ����� ����� � ����� ����� � �����
SR ���� ��� ��� ����

���� � ����� ���� � ���� ����� � ����� ����� � �����
LT ���� ��� ��� ����

����� � ������ ���� � ���� ����� � ����� ������ � ������
ST ���� ����

����� � ����� ������ � ������
HO ����� ���� ���� ����

������ � ����� ���� � ���� ����� � ����� ������ � ������
FO ���� ����

��� � ����� ������ � ������

Table �� Results of CellNet and CellSim� Empty entries are � �do not occur��

��



	�� CellNet Use

Using CellNet� performance of di�erent scenarios of capacity extensions can be calculated

quickly� As an example� consider the situation given above in Table �� Suppose that the

total capacity of all prisons can be extended by ���� cells and suppose that the cost of

a cell is the same in all the di�erent kinds of prisons� The question is which prison to

extend to what amount� The conditions are that certain performance criteria should be

met� Suppose that the allocation scenarios of Table � are considered�

RC AI SR LT ST HO FO
scenario � ���� � � � � � �
scenario � � � � ��� ��� ��� ���
scenario � ��� � � ��� ��� ��� �

Table �� Allocation scenarios of 
��� extra cells�

We do not present the detailed performances of each of the scenarios as in Table �� We

summarize these by showing in Table  the cumulative total of the waiting times� i�e��P
iWi� the cumulative total of the numbers of waiting persons�

P
iBi� and the percentage

of home�sendings at the remand centres� �The cumulative total of the sojourn times�P
i Si� remains the same in all scenarios��

P
iWi

P
iBi ploss

original �� �� ��
scenario � �� ��� ��
scenario � � �� ���
scenario � �� ��� ���

Table � Performances of � extension scenarios compared to the original situation �in Table ���

It is up to the decision maker whether it is more important to have a small percentage of

home�sendings� meaning that most arrestants can be imprisoned immediately� but result�

ing in longer waiting times �scenario ��� Or that the waiting times are low� meaning that

most scheduled transfers can be realised immediately� but resulting in more home�sendings

�scenario ��� Scenario � seems to take both criteria into account and its performances are

averages of the other two scenarios� �The average occupation times in scenarios � and �

is more than ���� in scenario � almost ����� Also we see that the number of waiting

persons decreases dramatically in scenario ��

� Conclusion

In this paper we considered the problem of assessing the required number of prison cells in

various detention centers as to meet several performance criteria� like fraction of criminals

sent home� waiting time for transfers� etc� The problem is highly relevant because of the

high costs associated to prison cells and the public sensitivity of sending home criminals�

Proper decision making should rely on proper information and tools to assess the e�ects

��



of various possible actions� Generating proper information is costly and a di�cult task

because of the many di�erent interpretations of the concepts used� Yet� even while not

enough information is available� decisions have to be taken to deal with the actual problem�

The CellNet and CellSim programs are useful instruments to support decision making by

the Ministry of Justice� Although simulation is a very �exible tool� its usefulness in this

case was hindered by a lack of proper information about the actual process and by long

development and computation times� Although the approximate method underlying the

CellNet program uses rough approximations of the actual process� it produced reasonable

outcomes within relatively short computation and development times� Furthermore� we

think that CellNet can be used for other purposes as well� For instance� it can evaluate

quickly the performance when the numbers of in�ow of detainees change� or when the

terms of sentences change� Finally we remark that since the time of development of

CellNet and our involvement with testing� the government of the Netherlands indeed

decided to extend the number of cells considerably� At the time of writing there are

about ����� persons imprisoned� while there were only ��� home�sendings during �����

We must add here that the occupation was only ���� The government expects� though�

that after year ���� shortage of cells will happen again�
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